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At Zimmer Biomet,  
we’re never done innovating and

transforming what’s 
possible...for you.

The size, shape, and fit of your knee implants can make a big 

difference in your satisfaction after total knee replacement. 

That’s why the Persona Knee was designed to give your 

surgeon more options to better match your bone’s anatomy. 

We are proud to introduce the first and only smart knee 

implant, Persona IQ. Through the latest implant technology, 

you’ll have confidence that you’re connected to your 

healthcare team, every step of the way.

 Introducing
 Persona IQ Knee Implant 

The Smart Knee

SCAN HERE  
to see our  
patient video

WARNING - The kinematic data from this device have not been 
demonstrated to have clinical benefit. It is not intended to be 
utilized for clinical decision-making, and no data have been 
evaluated by FDA regarding clinical benefits.



How does it work?
Your surgeon will start by selecting Persona Knee implants that best match 

your knees’ anatomy. Then, on the bottom portion of the implant, a small 

“smart” stem extension is attached. This stem contains sensors that capture 

information like your range of motion, stride length, walking speed, and step 

count. You, your surgeon, and medical care team will be able to view your 

data via a secure online portal.  

Persona Knee Implant

Smart Stem Extension

Why collect data?
The information collected by Persona IQ 

allows your physician to remotely view 

your knee data throughout your recovery. 

Through the latest implant technology, 

you’ll have confidence that you’re 

connected to your healthcare team,  

every step of the way.
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Sounds great, right?  
Well, what if we told you  
that Persona IQ is easy to use too!
Persona IQ fits seamlessly into your life. You’ll simply set it up one time, following instructions 

that will arrive in your welcome kit. Then, it automatically collects data overnight. This data is sent 

directly to your surgeon. 

Persona IQ collects data on: Persona IQ does NOT collect data on:

The range of motion  
in your knee

Your location

Your step count

Your stride length

The distance you walk

Your walking speed





Your welcome kit will include: 

• Quick start guides

• User manual

• Base station with USB cable and wall adapter

• Patient brochure

What happens next?
If you’re interested in Persona IQ,  
The Smart Knee, talk to your doctor as 
this product in not yet available in all 
areas. Once you and your surgeon have 
decided Persona IQ is right for you, they 
will enroll you and guide you on how to 
get started.



We care about your privacy
Privacy is a fundamental human right and Zimmer Biomet maintains robust practices to help ensure 

that right is protected. Zimmer Biomet will only use customer and patient data to provide the services 

we have agreed upon, and for purposes that are compatible with providing those services. Zimmer 

Biomet protects the data that you entrust us with through strong safeguards.
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Disclaimers
This brochure is intended to provide an overview of knee replacement 
surgery and should be reviewed with your doctor. It does not 
include all of the information needed to determine eligibility for 
knee replacement or for the proper use and care of artificial knee 
replacements. Please consult your surgeon for more information. 
Information may also be obtained by calling the toll-free number 
or visiting the web site. The toll-free number also can be used to 
obtain product contraindications, warnings, precautions, and possible 
adverse effects. Individual results may vary. Your results will depend 
on your personal circumstances. How long a knee replacement will 
last varies from patient to patient. It depends on many factors, such 
as the patient’s physical condition, activity level, and body weight 
and the surgical technique. Replacement joints are not as strong or 
durable as a natural, healthy joint, and there is no guarantee that an 
artificial joint will last the rest of a patient’s life. All knee replacements 
may need to be replaced at some point. All content herein is protected 
by copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights, as 
applicable, owned by or licensed to Zimmer Biomet or its affiliates 
unless otherwise indicated, and must not be redistributed, duplicated 
or disclosed, in whole or in part, without the express written consent 
of Zimmer Biomet.

©2021 Zimmer Biomet.

To learn more about Persona IQ,  
email SmartKneeSupport@zimmerbiomet.com  
or call 844-799-8208.

For product information,  
talk to your surgeon and visit www.zimmerbiomet.com.
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